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O. Barziv et al.: The mass of Vela X-1
We measured the radial-velocity curve of HD 77581, the B-supergiant companion of the X-ray pulsar
Vela X-1, using 183 high-resolution optical spectra obtained in a nine-month campaign. We derive radial-
velocity amplitudes for dierent lines and wavelength regions, and nd all are consistent with each other, as
well as with values found in previous analyses. We show that one apparent exception, an anomalously low
value derived from ultra-violet spectra obtained with the International Ultraviolet Explorer, was due to an
error in the analysis procedures. We re-analyse all IUE spectra, and combine the resulting velocities with
the ones derived from the new optical spectra presented here, as well as those derived from optical spectra
published earlier. As in previous analyses, the radial velocities show strong deviations from those expected
for a pure Keplerian orbit, with root-mean-square amplitudes of 7 km s−1 for strong lines of Si roman4 and
N roman3 near 4100 A, and up to  20 km s−1 for weaker lines of N roman2 and Al roman3 near 5700 A.
The deviations likely are related to the pronounced line-prole variations seen in our spectra. Our hope was
that the deviations would average out when a sucient number of spectra were added together. It turns
out, however, that systematic deviations as a function of orbital phase are present as well, at the 3 km s−1
level, with the largest deviations occurring near inferior conjunction of the neutron star and near the phase
of maximum approaching velocity. While the former might be due to a photo-ionisation wake, for which
we observe direct evidence in the proles of Hδ and Hα, the latter has no straightforward explanation. As
a result, our best estimate of the radial-velocity amplitude, Kopt = 21.7  1.6 km s−1, has an uncertainty
not much reduced to that found in previous analyses, in which the influence of the systematic, phase-
locked deviations had not been taken into account. Combining our velocity amplitude with the accurate
orbital elements of the X-ray pulsar, we infer Mns sin3 i = 1.78  0.15 MThe tables in the Appendix are
only available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or
via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?/A+A/. Equation of state { Stars: binaries: eclipsing { Stars:
early-type { Stars: fundamental parameters { Stars: neutron { Stars: pulsars: individual: Vela X-1
Introductionsec:intro
Neutron stars follow a mass-radius relation that depends on the equation of state of the superdense
matter in their interiors. For densities up to the nuclear saturation density (1014.5 g cm−3), the equation
of state is reasonably well constrained by laboratory measurements, but for higher densities it is still under
much debate. For a given equation of state, there is a maximum possible mass of a neutron star. For a \soft"
one (i.e., \compressible" matter), the maximum is near 1.5 M, while for a \sti" one (i.e., incompressible
matter) it can be as high as 2 M (for recent reviews, see Heiselberg & Pandharipande HP00; Lattimer &
Prakash LP00; Srinivasan Sr01). In this respect, the X-ray pulsar Vela X-1 is of particular interest, as it is
the only neutron star for which there is strong evidence that it is more massive than the canonical 1.4 M
(for a review, see Van Kerkwijk et al. vKvPZ95; Thorsett & Chakrabarthy TC99).
Vela X-1 (4U0900−−40)isa283−spulsarorbitingtheB0.5 IbsupergiantHD 77581inaperiodof8.96days.TheX−
raysourceispoweredbyaccretionfromtheBsupergiant0swind(seeKaperKa01forarecentoverviewofhigh−massX−
raybinarieshostinganOB−supergiant).SincethediscoveryoftheX−raypulsationsinVela X-1byMcClintocketal. (McCRJ +
shiftmeasurementsofpulse−arrivaltimes.Recently, anupdateoftheorbitalparametershasbeenobtainedbasedonthefive−
yearlongseriesoffrequencymeasurementsinhardX−rayfluxwiththeBurstAndTransientSourceExperiment(BATSE)onb
The evidence for Vela X-1’s high mass is the relatively large amplitude, Kopt, of the radial-velocity
variations of the B supergiant companion, rst noticed by Van Paradijs et al. (vPH76). From their anal-
ysis of close to a hundred photographic spectra, Van Paradijs et al. (vPZT+77, hereafter Paper I) found
Kopt = 21.75  1.15 km s−1, which, combined with the BATSE orbit, corresponds to a neutron-star mass
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of Mns sin3 i = 1.79  0.11 M (here Mns is the mass of the neutron star, and i is the orbital inclination;
uncertainties are 1σ unless specied otherwise). Guided by the prospect that a more accurate mass deter-
mination of Vela X-1 might provide an important constraint on the equation of state appropriate for matter
in neutron stars, Van Kerkwijk et al. (vKvPZ+95, Paper II) made a detailed study of the radial-velocity
curve of HD 77581, based on 40 high signal-to-noise CCD spectra, as well as 26 ultraviolet spectra obtained
with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) and 13 nightly averages of digitized photographic spectra.
They derived Kopt = 20.8 1.4 km s−1, conrming the value found in Paper I.
In Paper II, the accuracy of Kopt was found to be limited not by the statistical uncertainty in the
radial-velocity measurements, but by systematic non-orbital contributions to the radial velocity. These
contributions are correlated within a given night and can reach amplitudes up to 15 km s−1. They did not
appear to be correlated with orbital phase. It was suggested that these velocity deviations might be caused
by non-radial pulsations of HD 77581, similar to those seen in many early-type stars, perhaps excited by
the varying tidal force excerted by the neutron star in its eccentric orbit. The situation may be complicated
further by systematic eects on the spectra due to a photo-ionisation wake trailing the neutron star in its
orbit (Kaper et al. KHZ94).
In Paper II, it was suggested that for a better understanding of these radial-velocity excursions, and
thereby an improvement of the accuracy of the radial-velocity curve, either an extensive long-term sequence
of spectroscopic observations would be required, with which one might \average out" the deviations, or a
continuous spectroscopy campaign with a time resolution of a few hours, extending over at least one orbital
cycle. We followed the rst approach and monitored the binary system for a period of about 9 months, taking
high-resolution spectra of HD 77581 on a night-by-night basis at the European Southern Observatory.
In Sect. sec:reduction, we describe the observations and the data-reduction procedures. In Sect. sec:spectra,
the spectra are presented. In Sects. sec:radvel and sec:velcurve, we describe the method of determining radial
velocities and discuss the resulting radial-velocity curves. Sect. sec:iue is an intermezzo, dedicated to the
reanalysis of IUE spectra, a subset of which was already used in Paper II in the determination of the mass;
we compare our results to the ones found by Stickland et al. (SLR97) who analysed the same set of IUE
data, and explain the origin of the dierence between our results. In Sect. sec:allvel, we combine all velocity
curves. We also investigate systematic deviations with orbital phase, nding that, unfortunately, these are
present and that they limit our nal accuracy. In Sect. sec:mass, we present our results for the mass of
the neutron star and in Sect. sec:discussion we discuss how these results influence the current status of our
knowledge on the internal structure of neutron stars.
Data reduction and analysissec:reduction
We observed HD 77581, the bright (V = 6.9 mag) B-supergiant companion to Vela X-1, in the period
October 15, 1995, until July 15, 1996, using the 1.4-m Coude Auxiliary Telescope (CAT) and Coude Echelle
Spectrograph (CES) at the European Southern Observatory (ESO), La Silla, Chile. The observations were
carried out by the night assistant of the CAT (in La Silla or, more often, remotely from the ESO Headquarters
in Garching, Germany) or by the astronomer present at the telescope.
Every night one spectrum (in a few cases two) of HD 77581 was obtained, as well as a few bias frames,
two internal lamp flat elds and a Th-Ar wavelength calibration frame. Exposure times range from 20 to 30
minutes and the typical signal-to-noise ratio of the extracted spectra is 300 per 5 km s−1 resolution element.
A fraction of the obtained spectra (47 out of 230) could not be used due to various practical problems (e.g.,
wavelength region covered by the stellar spectrum was not identical to that in the wavelength-calibration
frame, no calibration frame available, wrong exposure level science frame, etc.).
The CES spectrograph has two \paths", one optimized for the blue and one for the red part of the
optical spectrum. The CES long camera is equiped with one of two CCD detectors, CCD#34 (2048 2048
pixels) or CCD#38 (2720  520 pixels, and thus a larger wavelength coverage). In a given night, one has
to select the red or the blue path, as well as the CCD. In order to minimize the impact of our programme
on the observing run carried out during the remaining part of the night, we had to observe with the setting
selected by the observer of that night. For this reason, we selected two wavelength regions, one in the blue
(4077{4127 A) and one in the red path of the spectrograph (5670{5720 A). A total of 104 usable spectra were
taken in the red and 79 in the blue wavelength region. A log of the observations is given in Tables tab:blue
and tab:red in the Appendix.
One of the main problems we were faced with during the analysis is the vignetting in the science frames,
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which varies from night to night, depending on the position of the telescope. It is caused by the small size
of the eld lens of the long camera (which was not designed for large CCDs), and the variations are due to
the large distance between spectrograph and telescope. The CAT telescope is positioned in a dome just next
to the dome of the 3.6m telescope, while the CES spectrograph is located inside the 3.6m dome. The light
coming from one of the Nasmyth foci of the CAT goes through a pipe connecting the two domes, into the
predisperser area of the spectrograph, bridging a distance of about 15 m. For this reason, it is very dicult
(especially in view of the regular earthquakes) to align the telescope and spectrograph beam. Dome flats
provide a better way to correct for this misalignment than internal flats; unfortunately, in practice it was
not feasible to obtain dome flats for our programme. The vignetting is more severe at longer wavelengths.
The correction for the vignetting, though hampered by the relatively small wavelength region covered in one
spectrum, has been carried out during the normalisation procedure.
Below, we describe the extraction, calibration, and normalisation of the spectra.
Bias subtractionsec:bias
The electronic bias distribution is uniform over both chips, therefore in the bias correction (per night)
we subtracted a number, derived either from the mean of the bias frames taken in that night (for the spectra
taken from October 95 until March 96), or from the overscan of the science frame itself (for the spectra taken
from March 96 until July 96).
Flateldingsec:flat
In order to apply the flateld correction, we constructed one \master" flateld frame for each of the
two CCDs and the two wavelength regions, i.e., four frames in total. The master flateld consists of the
average of all available flatelds in a given wavelength region and taken with a given CCD, after inspection
for saturation or under-exposure and a consistency check of their spectral parameters (central wavelength,
resolution power, pre-disperser exit slit width). The individual flatelds were normalised to unity before
averaging. Since the position of the spectrum on the CCD was not always the same during the extended
period of our observing campaign, the master flateld does not have a uniform exposure level. We scaled
the flateld to unity by dividing each row of the detector by its mean value. The night-to-night changes
in instrument setting are small and have no signicant eect on the flateld structure (e.g., we were not
confronted with strong detector fringes or ghost images).
gure gure=h2715f1.ps,height=9cm,angle=-90
[]The average blue CAT/CES spectrum centered at Hδ 4102 A, with line identications. The wavelength
scale is in Angstrm. g:blueav
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